Carte di
collegamento da
inserire nelle
buste
@maestrasabretta
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In Great Britain there are
two very famous
Christmas traditions: singing
from house to house
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___________
and paper tubes wrapped
in coloured paper with
inside a small crown, a
joke and a little game.

Give Saint Nicholas to
your teacher
to have
the next
clue.

___________
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In France Saint Nicholas
and Santa Claus brings
gifts to French children in
December. Saint
NicholasDay is on sixth
December. He brings
sweets and presents.
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In Italy there is the
tradition of an ugly good
witch that brings sweets to
good children and coal to
the bad ones. She flies on
her broomstick from house
to house.
Her name is
___________
and she leaves sweets in
the
_______

In Ireland people put
______ __________
in windows on
_________ ______
as a guide for Joseph and
Mary.

@maestrasabretta
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In Spain Father Christmas
doesn’t bring presents, so
the bag isn’t here.
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In Spain the Reyes Magos
give children the presents
on the 6th January.

You are in Sweden and
you have another piece of
puzzle. In Sweden they
celebrate Santa Lucia.
When is Santa Lucia’s day?

How do you say
Reyes Magos in English?

CLue:
(198 : 15) - 0,2 =

________ ________

GIve the teacher the right
card.

7

In Germany people
celebrate St. Nicholas Day
on 5th December. Children
put their boots by the
front door. If they are
good St. Nicholas leave
presents. Sometimes
Krampus helps St.
Nicholas, he is a monster
and wears old clothes.

@maestrasabretta

Soluzioni carte
di collegamento

@maestrasabretta
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In Great Britain there are
two very famous
Christmas traditions: singing
from house to house

2

caroling

___________
and paper tubes wrapped
in coloured paper with
inside a small crown, a
joke and a little game.

In France Saint Nicholas
and Santa Claus brings
gifts to French children in
December. Saint
NicholasDay is on sixth
December. He brings
sweets and presents.
Give Saint Nicholas to
your teacher
to have
the next
clue.

crackers

___________

6th december

3

4

In Italy there is the
tradition of an ugly good
witch that brings sweets to
good children and coal to
the bad ones. She flies on
her broomstick from house
to house.
Her name is
_ befana
__________
and she leaves sweets in
the
_ stocking
______

In Ireland people put
red candles
______
__________
in windows on
christmas eve ______
_________
as a guide for Joseph and
Mary.

@maestrasabretta

5

In Spain Father Christmas
doesn’t bring presents, so
the bag isn’t here.

6

In Spain the Reyes Magos
give children the presents
on the 6th January.

You are in Sweden and
you have another piece of
puzzle. In Sweden they
celebrate Santa Lucia.
When is Santa Lucia’s day?

How do you say
Reyes Magos in English?

CLue:
(198 : 15) - 0,2 =

three kings
________
________

GIve the teacher the right
card.

7

In Germany people
celebrate St. Nicholas Day
on 5th December. Children
put their boots by the
front door. If they are
good St. Nicholas leave
presents. Sometimes
Krampus helps St.
Nicholas, he is a monster
and wears old clothes.

@maestrasabretta
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